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Johns Hopkins, REI Systems, and ACT-IAC

 The John Hopkins Data Analytics and Policy Program prepares students to 
tackle meaningful policy challenges using analytics. Students graduate with the 
expertise to be data-driven decisionmakers and policy leaders in both the public 
and private sector. Visit advanced.jhu.edu/dataanalyticsandpolicy 
 REI Systems provides analytics solutions, including data management, 

visualization, and reporting; analytic model development and operation; evaluation 
of analytic results, and advice. We digitize government to produce healthier 
citizens, safer communities, and better lives. Visit REIsystems.com
 ACT-IAC is a trusted and collaborative forum for technology industry leaders and 

government executives working together to create a more effective and innovative 
government. Visit actiac.org
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Introduction and methodology

 PURPOSE: The purpose of this Analytics Survey and analysis is to inform the government analytics 
community of cross-cutting issues and trends so as to help improve the value of analytics to decision 
making, and to improve the effectiveness and efficiency of government

 SURVEY DESIGN: JHU, REI, and ACT-IAC developed a survey of analytics practitioners to help 
identify key practices, resources used and needed, and major challenges, and related topics that could 
help inform the government analytics community. 

 SURVEY ADMINISTRATION:
 During August 2021, we invited professionals in government analytics fields from federal, state, 

local and the private/non-profit sectors to take the survey. Anyone with the link could respond.
 Those invited to respond included attendees of Government Analytics Breakfast Forum events, and 

other professionals that REI and JHU have been able to identify. Additionally, ACT-IAC extended 
the invitation to its membership. Those receiving the survey were encouraged to forward it to 
colleagues

 Responses were anonymous (though respondents could share contact info to receive results)
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Most respondents have 10+ years of experience (and that 
share of experienced respondents grew)
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49%

15%

29%

7%

Sector of Employment
Federal State/Local
Consultant Acad./Non-Profit/Other

15%

10%

17%

57%

0-2 Years 3-5 Years 5-10 Years Over 10 Years

144 Responses
Percent of Respondents,
by Length of Experience

4. For which do you work?
(Survey questions are shown as above.)
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Key Findings
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Key findings, at a glance 

 Agencies now spend more time interpreting and communicating results 
than gathering data or designing analytic models
 This may have implications for hiring, roles, and training

 Data quality is higher – a data strategy might let agencies focus on data that 
brings value when it is used
 Is it time to validate less, or stop gathering data that doesn’t get used?

 Analytics are creating value
 Most agencies’ mission achievement improved over 5%, from analytics

 “Self-Service” analytics could increase value from analytics even further
 Pairing an analyst with an executive could engage the leader, and help the 

analyst better focus on valuable uses for data and analytics
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What is government analytics?
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Interpreting & Communicating has eclipsed data gathering 
and designing models as a top analytics focus
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10%

12%

14%

31%

33%

0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35%

Acquiring tools/services and recruiting
people with analytic skills

Other

Designing, developing, testing and
operating analytic models

Gathering and validating data

Interpreting and communicating results

Percent of Time

6. How much of the time you spend on analytics goes to the following activities?
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Data & analytics in government are still in a nascent stage 
of development
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33%

33%

44%

19%

0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35% 40% 45% 50%

No/not yet started

Hired leaders (e.g., Chief Data Officer,
Evaluation Officer, Statistical Official)

Assessed an enterprise data strategy and
established data governance body

Achieved substantially more significant
impact on decision-making/policy-making

Axis Title

Percent of Time

7. How has your organization implemented the “Foundations for Evidence-Based Policymaking Act of 2018” (the Evidence Act), 
the Federal Data Strategy and related OMB guidance?
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Data quality is higher. Is it time to reconsider efforts to gather 
every bit of data possible, and make it all perfect?
Does more effort than needed goes into gathering/validating data?  Could a data strategy focus on frequently used data?
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8. What is your level of confidence in the quality of data promulgated by your agency (or the agency you work with)?

5%

14%

43%

38%

0%

5%

10%

15%

20%

25%

30%

35%

40%

45%

50%

Minimal Confidence Low Level of
Confidence

Some Confidence High Level Of
Confidence

Percent Total
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Why agencies use analytics 
and what value they obtain
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Performance improvement is the top focus
This may heighten the need for communication inside the agency, and for “self-service” among the agency’s managers
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41%

59%

65%

73%

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80%

Reduce costs (and/or enable my organization to complete a
larger volume of work with the same resources)

Make major program decisions and support agency's
budget/appropriation

Measure, evaluate, diagnose, and/or improve the
performance of customers, beneficiaries, or entities that

my organization regulates

Improve my organization's performance and its success
achieving its mission

Percent Total
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Analytics are creating value
Most respondents report measurably improved mission achievement from use of analytics
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21%

22%

22%

51%

57%

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60%

My organization has become at least 5% more responsive to
citizen input over the last 24 months.

My organization's budget or appropriation increased by more
than 5% in the past 24 months.

My program's costs were reduced by 5% or more during the
last 24 months (even If the cost reduction allowed your

organization to complete a larger volume of work with the…

My organization's performance improved by more than 5% in
the last 24 months.

Measurable improvement of missions achievement improved
by more than 5% within the last 24 months (mission
achievement could include improved outcomes for…

Percent Total

12. Has your organization’s use of analytics produced any of the following results? (Select all that apply.)
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The top target audience is an agency’s own employee – perhaps 
self-service should become a trend
Leaders were the top audience in 2019
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29%

44%

46%

56%

64%

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70%

Congress or Office of Management and Budget (OMB)

Organization's customers, the public and/or the media

Government entities outside my organization (GAO, OMB, etc.)

Organization's political or career leaders

Employees of my organization

Percent Total
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Analytics are most often delivered in ways that leave analysts in 
control; at the moment, self-service lags well behind
This may give leaders and managers less control, and less interest in data, analytics and evidence
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51%

65%

67%

70%

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80%

Access to Data, An Analytic Toolkit, Visualization Tools,
and/or Support for 'Self-Serve' Analyses

Oral Communication of Results Along with
Slides/Presentation Materials

Electronic Dashboards and Reports

Written Reports Including Text and Quantified Results

Percent Total

11. In what format does your organization typically deliver analytic products?
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Most respondents believe their organizations spend too
little on analytics
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66%

32%

2%
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

Too Few Resources The Right Amount Too Many Resources

Percent Total

14. Does your organization spend too few resources, too many resources, or about the right amount of 
resources on analytics? (Resources include time, money, IT, etc.)
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Emerging technologies
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Several factors inhibit analytic technology, but awareness is key
Data and analytics literacy is critical for federal staff at all levels and agencies need to adopt more robust, flexible, scalable, 
and well-managed infrastructure
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16. What are the most important inhibiting factors to adopt emerging technologies?

30%

37%

39%

47%

49%

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60%

Quality of the data provisioned by the organization's
IT systems

Organizational boundaries around program office,
CDO office, and CIO office

Limited knowledge among organization staff

Organization's IT infrastructure and data
accessibility requirements

Limited knowledge among the operational and
decision-making leadership

Percent Total

Over 80% unique 
respondents
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Open source Python is the most common analytic tool
Native cloud services with automated and drag and drop features are preferred
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17. Have you used any of the following AI or machine learning tools to develop models for your organization?

9%

20%

32%

36%

75%

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80%

DataBricks

AWS SageMaker

R/R Studio

Azure ML Studio

Python

Percent Total
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Success, challenges,             
and next steps
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Retaining staff is a challenge: They like jobs where their 
work is valued and appreciated
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18. What approaches are you planning to implement to attract and retain talent with advanced analytical capabilities?

35%

44%

49%

73%

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80%

Create centralized data and analytics organization and
multiple career paths for data analysts and scientists

Create a cloud-based unified data and analytics platform to
support advanced analyses and provide latest technologies

to analytics staff

Create data sharing policies among the sub-organizations of
the agency

Encourage agency leadership to make data-driven decisions

Percent Total

Over 85% unique 
respondents
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Executives and managers don’t use analytics to the extent that 
their teams desire (see above re: retention challenges)
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19. To what extent does your organization’s executive leaders and managers use analytics?

5%

25%

35%

18% 18%

0%

5%

10%

15%

20%

25%

30%

35%

40%

Not At All 2 3 4 To A Great Extent

Percent Total
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Most respondents believe their agency doesn’t have the analytic 
resources to meet its needs
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20. In your opinion, are your organization’s analytics resources and capabilities sufficient to meet its needs?

19%

33%

26%

13%
10%

0%

5%

10%

15%

20%

25%

30%

35%

Not At All 2 3 4 To A Great Extent

Percent Total
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Communication, the engaged leaders, and qualified staff are the 
key success factors
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22. What have been the most significant factors that have allowed your office to be successful in government analytics?

23%

34%

36%

47%

50%

51%

59%

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70%

Decentralized authority and execution of data management, data
governance, and advanced analytics

Centralized authority and execution of data management, data
governance, and advanced analytics (i.e. CDO office)

Availability of high quality data

Well-qualified analytics staff and effective authorization to use analytics

Availability of tools, training, and related resources

Persistent, visible support from senior leaders

Clear/persuasive communication about the results of analyses

Percent Total
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Agencies’ biggest successes have been using analytics to 
evaluate effectiveness and make day-to-day operating decisions
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23. What have been the most important types of success that your office has achieved by using government analytics?

32%

56%

79%

80%

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90%

Reducing costs

Justifying funding for a program or for your organization

Using analysis as routine part of day-to-day operations

Evaluating the effectiveness of a policy/program and
planning improvements

Percent Total
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Optimism abounds for the promise of AI/ML…
Since our last survey, AI/ML has surpassed statistical analysis for most promising area
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24. What do you think holds the most promise for dramatic improvement to government analytics?

34%

46%

59%

62%

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70%

Virtual assistants and Robotic Process Automation
(RPA) technology

Search-based analytics

Statistical and econometric analyses

Artificial intelligence, machine learning, and
machine-developed analyses

Percent Total
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Staff retention and risk of embarrassing results remain the 
top government analytics challenges
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26. What do you think are the most significant challenges facing government analytics?

33%

36%

53%

56%

60%

62%

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70%

Risk That machine learning algorithms may have certain
biases that could lead to discrimination against a…

Existing laws, regulations OR policies (E.g. privacy laws)

Hesitance To release data for use by analysts and/or
unwillingness to use the results of analyses

Too little understanding of the value of analytics/too little
funding for analytics

Risk of analytic results that contradict
expectations/susceptibility to politics

Attracting/retaining well-qualified analytics staff

Percent Total
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Potential Next Steps

 Add communications to the skillset / toolbox for data analytics teams
 Identify/hire, develop and reward “data storytellers”

 Set an Analytics Strategy for your agency to identify valuable uses/audiences for analytics
 Save resources when you stop gathering/validating data except for those valued uses (be user-centric)

 Explore self-service analytics, so leaders and staff can find and use the data that they 
need for their jobs
 Match senior executives with an analyst to help meet executive needs, and help analysts understand real use cases

 Plan pilot tests for Machine Learning and AI to find the best value; increase awareness
 A pilot test will determine if results could be valuable, ensure the right tools are available, and increase awareness
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